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	Originally published in 1884. This volume from the Cornell University Library's print collections was scanned on an APT BookScan and converted to JPG 2000 format by Kirtas Technologies. All titles scanned cover to cover and pages may include marks notations and other marginalia present in the original volume.


	We will lay aside, for the present, our inquiries into the general subject of the primitive civilizations of the far East, and the people who have sprung from the Brahminic stock in the old world, in order to publish the result of such researches as we have been able to make, during our long residence in India, into the subject of occult science, and the practices of those who have been initiated into the sect of the Pitris, which is Sanscrit for spirits or ancestral shades.
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Hybrid Learning: 4th International Conference, ICHL 2011, Hong Kong, China, August 10-12, 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the 4th International Conference on Hybrid Learning (ICHL 2011).
	After spending ICHL 2010 at the Beijing Normal University and ICHL 2009
	at University of Macau, we are back to Hong Kong with our new host, The
	University of Hong Kong’s School of Professional and Continuing Education
	(HKU SPACE).
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Microsoft SQL Server High Availability (Microsoft Windows Server)Sams Publishing, 2004
  			Offers example-based coverage for various high availability solutions.    		

	
     High availability is becoming an increasingly important topic for database administrators, data architects and system architects. 

    
	
    ...
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When Translation Goes Digital: Case Studies and Critical Reflections (Palgrave Studies in Translating and Interpreting)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This edited book brings together case studies from different contexts which all explore how a rapidly evolving digital landscape is impacting translation and intercultural communication. The chapters examine different facets of digitization, including how professional translators leverage digital tools and why, the types of digital...
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Programming in CoffeeScript (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2012

	 


	I started my professional development career in 1999, when I first was paid a salary to be a

	developer. (I don’t count the few years before that when I was just having fun playing around

	on the Web.) In 1999 the Web was a scary place. HTML files were loaded down with font

	and table tags....
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Clinical Trials in OsteoporosisSpringer, 2007

	This second revised and updated edition is a practical handbook on clinical trials in the growing field of osteoporosis. Topics covered include study design, technical issues, data collection, quality assurance, data analysis, and presentation. Clinical Trials in Osteoporosis takes the user through the process step-by-step from start to...
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Software Networks: Virtualization, SDN, 5G and Security (Networks & Telecommunication: Advanced Networks)John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The goal of this book is to describe new concepts for Internet next generation. This architecture is based on virtual networking using Cloud and datacenters facilities. Main problems concern 1) the placement of virtual resources for opening a new network on the fly, and 2) the urbanisation of virtual resource implemented on physical network...
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